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The Third edition of this book presents the moral theology of Catholicism. With its emphasis on the

Catechism of the Catholic Church and Pope John Paul II's encyclicals Veritatis Splendor and Fides

et Ratio, this book is a fruit of the development of moral theology. It provides students with the

knowledge necessary to live a moral life and a foundation to pursue more advanced theological

studies.
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. . . of a simply OUTSTANDING series!!!This is simply the single best Catholic Moral Theology

textbook for High School aged students that I have ever seen in my life. It would be equally useful

on the collegiate level.I was first made aware of "The Didache" series about two months ago, when I

learned that a local Catholic High School had chosen to use this title. One of my closest friends, the

theology teacher at my son's High School, then ordered the entire series, and will be implementing

the first two volumes for the next school year.As a professional theologian -- and as a professional

educator -- I can only sit back and be amazed. This book explains the moral theology and teaching

of the Catholic Church in a format which is easily understood. It is thoroughly faithful to traditional

Catholic morality -- and to the Magisterium. It is brilliantly illustrated and laid out. As someone who

examines texts for a living -- it simply blew me away. I will be ordering a copy for my parish library

as soon as possible. I only wish that a parish edition, suitable for CCD classes (and the limitations

under which they labor) could be forthcoming. I'd love to use this in confirmation classes!Very, very

highly recommended!



Excellent source for young adults and adults to review their moral compasses. Examine the

direction in life and when and how decissions are made in relation to a "Life in Christ". Very good

reference book or textbook.

This excellent theology book is well-written and allows the reader to gain a better understanding of

morality. I used this same textbook in high school and it was confusing to me at first, but once I read

the chapter summaries as well as the notes in the book, I became more interested in the parables

that Christ taught and the true meaning behind them. Otherwise, the book provides in-depth detail

about being a good moral person and living a faith filled life.

The book came in timely, well packaged, but it was the 2nd edition. It was not the 3rd edition as

advertised and pictured. My approval to return it was almost immediate, but it still meant I had to go

to the post office and pay for the return. They need to be more careful in the accuracy of the product

advertised and shipped. It also means I have to go out and reorder from someone else and wait for

it to come in.

This is the third time that I have attempted to order the correct hardcover textbook for my son's

class. The textbook that is displayed IS NOT the textbook that I received. I received a different

version of "Our Moral Life in Christ". The version that I received has a picture of Jesus sitting on a

rock teaching people. My son's teacher said that he definitely needs the version displayed.

Very well thought out and cogent. Hardback is well constructed. Photos thoughtful. Terse yet deep.

Highly recommended to anyone wanting a distinctively Catholic view of moral theology.

I love this book. Very well layed out. All the information was helpful. I gained new insight into my

Catholic faith that I never new was there.

Book was in acceptable condition as stated by seller; great price!
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